
••••• Scrum & Kanban

••• Multi-team Coordination

•••• Remote Team Management

••• Risk Identification &

Management

Software
Project
Management

••••• Containerization (4 years)

•••• Cloud Infrastructure (5

years)

••••• Jira (5 years)

••• Python (7 years)

••• SQL (6 years)

•••• Blockchain (6 years)

Tools
&
Technologies

••••• Bridging the

Engineering/Business Gap

•••• Technical Communication

•••• Presentation & Demoing

••• Data Analysis

Other
Skills

Independent
Contractor

2019/09 - 2020/02

Left my full-time role at BlockX Labs to help build teams and empower them to create

software products more efficiently.

Coached implementation of Scrum for a media startup. Helped determine the best

framework for their needs. Provided instruction and guidance as they implemented it.

Taught Agile/Scrum/Kanban portion of Software Development Methodologies course,

Blockchain Development Program at George Brown College. Visual instruction and hands-

on activities resulted in strong participation and high levels of satisfaction from students.

Project
Manager

BlockX Labs

2018/06 - 2019/08

Project
and
Delivery
Management

Translated client requirements and feature requests to user stories. Bridged the gap

between non-technical clients and our development teams.

Facilitated product roadmap creation, release planning, and sprint planning, as well as

inter-sprint ceremonies: daily scrums, demos, sprint review, and retrospectives.

Managed client expectations through backlog grooming and reprioritization based on

story points and sprint velocities.

Built and iterated BlockX Labs Project Management Framework document, streamlining

the entire project lifecycle.

Product
Management

Facilitated the creation of product mission and vision statements to ensure development

teams made decisions during development that were aligned with stakeholders’ visions.

products.

Designed and built interactive product wireframes so that development teams would get a

clear picture of how products should work.

Improved products by gathering and implementing feedback from development and user

communities.

Built product websites, FAQ, and documentation

Public-facing
Projects

Enzyme: browser-based wallet for Polkadot Network. getenzyme.dev

AIWA: browser-based wallet for Aion Network. getaiwa.com

Genesis Mobile: mobile front-end for Radar Relay DEX. genesisexchange.io

Jon
Purdy
jon jonpurdy.com ✉ ️

+1-650-209-8540 ☎️

San Francisco ✏️

TOP
SKILLS

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE



Infrastructure
Engineering

Manager

Telna

2018/02 - 2018/06

Implemented visualizations and continuously iterated the workflow to match our team’s

process.

Reduced work in progress (WIP) by facilitating communication between various teams

through co-creating backlog items.

Measured team velocity to reasonably estimate team’s ability to complete work. Doubled

team output within a month.

Implemented and facilitated team planning meetings, standups, and retrospectives.

Screened, hired, and trained new team members while building comprehensive

onboarding documentation and service catalogue.

Infrastructure
&

Deployment
Architect

Telna-KnowRoaming

2015/05 - 2018/02

Proposed, planned, managed, and executed migration from self-managed physical

servers running Xen to VMware-based OVH Private Cloud, including the use of Ansible to

reduce provisioning time and effort.

Developed Python-based SSH key management and deployment system (Netbox-based)

to simplify tracking of developers’ SSH keys. Also built nbssh (Netbox SSH), an interface

to quickly connect to any system saving developers seconds each time they connected.

Python rewrite of older PHP-based long distance calling server to support our new

telecom network infrastructure and APIs, as well as improve performance and ease of

maintenance.

Improved upon PRTG monitoring system to track status and performance metrics. Wrote

custom Python-based sensors, and designed sensor visualization maps which made it

easier for business and support teams to understand.

Implemented redundant, load-balanced web infrastructure. Allowed for website to be

deployed to a UAT environment as well as trickling production users onto it with zero

downtime.

Wrote various migration tools: automated legacy Google Groups export and import into

Atlassian Confluence. Automated migration of users and tickets from Zendesk to

Desk.com.

Support
Team

KnowRoaming

2014/03 - 2015/05

Developed troubleshooting procedures and escalation process while providing on-site

training to our Romania-based support agents.

Developed a custom web-based shipping portal for preparing CSV files for our shipping

partners, sending out confirmation emails, and allowing support agents to reference

shipping information.

Developed a JavaScript app that displayed customer information within the ZenDesk

support interface, saving our agents around 20 seconds each time they accessed a

support ticket.

Developed email notification system that notified customers when their balance is low.

2018 ScrumMaster
Certification

agile42

Toronto, Canada

2011-2012 Bachelor
of
Education

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, University of Toronto

Toronto, Canada

2004-2008 Bachelor
of
Arts, Major in Media, Information, and Technoculture

Faculty of Information and Media Studies, University of Western Ontario

London, Canada

EDUCATION
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